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THE IRON HAND

Joseph Emmert’s Universal Vise
By Carl Matthews, AIA

There are many useful and clever tools that we
use in woodworking to make our projects go
faster, easier and safer. A good many of them
are work holding devices like the tenoning jig
used on a table saw or the many types of woodworking clamps and vises. One of these is the
Emmert Universal Vise.

ing 18" long and 7" wide, its versatility at being
able to hold awkward shapes well and in various
positions, secured this large, turn-of-the-century,
vise's place in the woodworking and patternmaking trades.
Patternmaking is the most exacting branch of
woodworking and requires, both artful execution
and extreme accuracy to create the full sized
wooden forms or patterns of objects to be cast in
steel, iron, bronze, etc. During the industrial

At 86 pounds and with its' main jaws measur-
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age, everything from cast iron fireplace surrounds to ships' propellers required casting
patterns. The Emmert Universal vise is an
incredibly useful device, regarded by many as
the best woodworker’s vise ever made.

Joseph Emmert’s patternmakers vise was first
patented on Aug. 11, 1891 when he was 45 years
old. Joseph, who was a patternmaker himself,
(Continued on page 4)
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PRESIDENT’S
CORNER

Ken Vliet did it again!! Even though we didn’t have sun throughout the day, there was the
as ever promised sun for the picnic. Hopefully
everyone was able to find or sell a sought after
tool, and maybe both. Some very nice displays
again. The collection of early ice skates was
one of my favorites. I was told by someone in
the know, that we have sunshine on every one of
our picnics.
This summer I vacationed in Hatteras, N.C.
After Isabelle visited I don’t know if the cabana
we stayed in still exists, but I hope it does. Anyway, while there we visited the museum in Ocracoke I picked up a book titled “A General History of the Robberies & Murders of the Most
Notorious Pirates” first published in 1724, and
written by Captain Charles Johnson. It was
pointed out that the prizes were shared by the
entire crew, and that the Capt. was to receive
one and a half shares in all prizes, the Master,
Carpenter, Boatswain, and Gunner were to receive one and a quarter shares and the rest were
to receive one share. It is apparent that the carpenter was quite important to be included in this
exclusive group.
It was a bit disappointing to not find any carpenter tools in the museums that we visited or
any other reference to the carpenters. They had
a large responsibility to repair any damage from
weather or combat that occurred on the ships. I
guess that this was true of any wooden ships at
the time, not just pirates.
In closing I want to remind all to be thinking
about the Spring Crafts Auction. Any member
that needs a consignor form please send a sase
to The Auction Manager, 3 Dinnerpot Rd. Califon, NJ 07830-9727. That’s me!!

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studies
· and morel
Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave . NE
Redmond , WA 98053
tooltimer@msn.com
425-868-1532 (voice and fax)
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Dear Tool Wizard:
Mr. Tool Wizard,

I just bought a Stanley No.57 Core Box plane, photo
enclosed. It has me puzzled as to how to use it with fewer than the three sets of extensions that are now assembled to
it. I can move the top ones down, but then the turnbuckle rod won't fit. Are there different length rods that are missing? There is no way to put any of the other extensions on top of the one with the turnbuckle. And, the other extensions have no bosses to fit a rod into, even if I made them. Also, it's hard to see how a V
-pointed tool will end up cutting a half-round trough. Did I get stuck?
Harold Goldfinger, Worcester, Mass.
Dear Harold-Do you like long stories, because you are about to get one. No you didn't get
stuck (assuming that you didn't mortgage your house to buy it). The first model of this
plane did NOT use turnbuckles, and therefore there were no bosses on the extensions, or
sections as Stanley called them. You have two sets of these early model sections, but
your top set is of a later vintage which included the turnbuckle and rods. Regardless of
model, the top sections were designed to fit only as the LAST add-on, as they couple only
on the bottom.
Stanley #57

I with three extensions I

If you fiddle around with this plane without the turnbuckle in place, you will find - that it doesn't hold perfect squareness between the right and left sides, primarily up at the top-most sections. Theoretically, an exact 90 degree squareness is required if a true semi-circle is to be achieved. This is dictated to by the geometric theorem that this tool works by -- "a right angle will inscribe a semi-circle
when rotated through two points", the two points being the top edges of the concave
"trough" that you are working on. See Fig. No.1. After roughing out the semi-circle
with a gouge, you work the V-cutter from one side of the semi-circle to the other by
taking many, many longitudinal cuts spaced very closely together. The finished semicircle is checked with a template and trimmed with a scraper where needed.
VOOD pATTER I"

END VI EW

and the molten metal poured

The cylindrical sand core is made by putting together
two semi-circular wood patterns made by this plane, and filling the cavity with sand. See Fig. No.2. The baked and hardened sand core is then set in the center of the outer sand mold
into the space between them. See Fig. No.3.

Probably, after receiving complaints about the early sections not holding squareness and rigidity, Stanley added a reinforced, upraised
border on the body and the
sections. They also added
a turnbuckle and its rods.
From the 1911 catalog, it
appeared that Stanley first offered the turnbuckle for the top section ONLY and
provided varying length rods to be able to move the top section up to the 2nd or
3d positions, over other NON-TURNBUCKLE sections. This is the exact configuration of your plane, which I feel is from that time period.
OPENING- FOR
. MOLT EN
Later, in the 1915 catalog, Stanley offered turnbuckles with EACH secMETAL POUR
tion, and no longer showed any non-turnbuckle sections. (The obsolete nonturnbuckle sections were probably all used up by then). They showed all three
sections in their late 1920s instruction book for the core box plane. The first section turnbuckle had equal length rods, but the second and third sections used one
rod the same length as the first section and the remaining rod much longer. This
puts the two upper-section turnbuckles off center.
Many turnbuckles and their rods were lost, most likely due to lack of use. I think that most patternmakers
felt that any slight out-of-squareness wouldn't matter, as the casting had 1/8" to 1/4" of metal removed at machining.
Your turnbuckle is almost certainly a replacement, as it doesn't conform to the catalog configuration, does not have
locking nuts, and is in the center of the third position. It is common for collectors to replace this missing part to keep
the overall assembly looking functionally right. Even so, early models of this plane (like yours) are quite collectible.
(Continued on page 12)
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(Continued from page 1)

said, "my invention, which relates more particularly
to carpenter's bench vises, has for its object to provide
a vise which can be arranged for substantially universal adjustments, whereby the same will possess many
advantages over those now in general use ... [and] to
provide a vise of this character which will be simple,
effective, and easy to manipulate."
Emmert’s vise was called a “Universal” vise in the
sales literature because of the many ways in which it
could hold the work piece.

Merely release a handle under the vise and rotate it so
that your work piece pivots about the screw handle. Using its unique hinged mount, release another handle under the workbench and flip the work piece up onto the
bench top to operate the vise in a vertical position.
According to the sales literature “you need never twist
or bend yourself to suit your work, but just let the vise
turn the work in any position or direction and hold it to
suit your comfort.”
'l'IIC' .. Iron H.1n cl"

Atnoni:

\\'0 00 WOMl<eH:-i. \'l~l-:S

Over the
years, Emmert’s patternmakers
vises received the
1940’s Emmert Mg. Co.
turtleback
nickname
brochure
from the
shape of the
cover on
the front jaw.
Functionally, the cover protects parts of the taper adjustment mechanism.

In its natural position, the
Emmert
Turtleback jaw cover
allows you to
clamp your
work piece for sawing or planing, just as you can do
with any other woodworking vise. The genius of the
Emmert design allows the vise to be unlocked and
swung into any position required.

Machinist jaws and dogs pictured
on bottom of main jaw

In addition to the
large main jaws, there are four vise dogs and one pair of
steel faced machinist type jaws. Also it's equipped with
several keyhole shaped mounting holes for adding
wooden pads and mounting an optional taper jaw which
added to the vise's flexibility in holding the craftsman’s
work. I don’t think that you can truly appreciate how
versatile this unique tool is until you’ve used it for a
few weeks.
On April 11, 1905, Joseph Emmert received a second
patent for his turtleback vise. This date is reflected in
the casting of the turtleback cover. As time progressed,
the spindle hole in the cover became elongated. An
elongated spindle hole made cover removal, for oiling
and other maintenance, much easier because you didn't
have to remove the vise screw to get the cover off. During the 40 or so years of the turtleback’s production,
(Continued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)

Emmert’s vise changed very little from its original
design.
After his death in 1906, Joseph Emmert's clever turtleback design continued to be the company’s top seller for the next decade. By 1940, his original turtleback vise was listed as “parts only” in their catalog,
having been replaced by Victor Koontz’s patternmaker’s vise.
The "New Improved Emmert” or K1 patternmaker's
vise was invented by Victor Koontz and was patented
on July 15, 1919. The K1 vise received its nickname
from the K1 casting number on the front jaw (K for
Koontz). It was originally made by the Victor Tool
Co. of Waynesboro, PA.

Emmert Anatomy (Turtleback)
Victor Koontz’s “New Improved” K1 vise

Victor Tool Company vise
Note: the dogs only extend to
one side of the jaw

b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i

I believe
that Victor Koontz
used Oliver’s sales
force to
market a few of these early vises, which have
“Patent Applied For” on them. Shortly after, the
K1 vises were produced by Emmert Mfg. Co.,
having Emmert’s name on them and now saying
“Patented”. The taper adjustment on these vises
was achieved by the use of two thumb screws
located behind the collar around the main handle.
This adjustment was a bit awkward and sometime
between 1920 and 1927, the thumbscrews were
replaced with the taper adjustment handle, sometimes called a "cam mechanism". This was a
, - - - I-

a

I

j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r

Main Handle
Spindle
Cover
Front Jaw or Moving Jaw
Rear Jaw or Stationary Jaw
Steel Faced Jaws
Taper Adjustment Knob
Vise Dogs - Sometimes called
auxiliary jaws
Vise Dogs Pins - Used to engage or
raise vise dogs
Hinged Mounting Angle or Plate
Rotate Adjustment Handle
Hub
Beam or Guide Bar
Slot in Beam for Screw
Tilt Adjustment Bar or Rod
Tilt Adjustment Handle
Tilt Adjustment Clamp
Tilt Adjustment Bracket or Angle

(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

great improvement over the turtleback's adjustment knob. As time progressed, additional reinforcing ribs were added to strengthen the jaws.

Oth-

er vise
manuCollar and thumbscrew taper adjustment

facturers who competed with Emmert, were Oliver, Kindt-Collins, Columbian, Mead and Yost.
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Final version of the K1 Universal Vise

By the 1960's orders for new vises began to dwindle because of changes in technology, new foreign
competition and a general decline in the patternmakers trade. In the late 1970's the Emmert
Manufacturing Co. ceased production and closed
its doors.

Carl Matthews with a few of his favorites This
article
contains only a small portion
of what is
available on Carl Matthews website:
The Iron Hand at
http://www.mprime.com/emmert.htm.

Other great sources of Emmert information
include:
Roger Van Maren’s Emmert restoration at
http://www.rogervm.homestead.com/Emmert.html
John Gunterman’s famous Emmert page at:
http://www.shavings.net/emmert.htm
Steve Johnson’s Union Hill Antique Tools information at:
http://www.tooltimer.com/emmert.htm.

Even now, 30 years later, Joseph Emmert's "Iron
Hand" is still revered as the most versatile woodworkers vise ever made.

One of each type of Emmert vise
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CRAFTS Picnic 2003
By Dave Nowicki

Seemingly endless possibilities

For me the CRAFTS Picnic, this year held on Sunday September 14th, always signifies the beginning
of a new (and hopefully successful) tool collecting
season. It's something that I consciously look forward to, beginning with the

selection of a few tools to bring for sale and the possibility of coming home with one or two new things
to add to my collection. Actually, I spend less time
concentrating on
the collecting
part and
more on
talking
with
friends
and fel-

low collectors that I haven't seen for a few months
and some not for a year or more. There are always a
few new faces and more stories about fabulous finds
or "the ones that got away", all adding to the enjoy-

ment of the day. In addition to the idyllic setting of
Brady Camp, there's Ken Vliet's arrangements for
lunch, weather and the other activities that seem to
magically happen. I know that Ken had to work
some extra weather magic this year because the forecast was for showers all day but he managed to stave
off any significant precipitation until lunch was
served. With the advent of rain much attention was
focused on the wonderful member displays which
were set-up indoors. Here were collections of tools

used for washing clothes, ice skates, tools from Philadelphia, cigar box tools, tools marked "Bell System" and tools used in the manufacture of Fisher &
Norris anvils. The quality of the displays along with
the breadth and depth of these collections was truly
eye popping. The judges had their work cut out but
eventually the first, second and third place winners
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

were selected. First place went to Sally Brown for
her wonderful display of vintage ice skates. Second was Chuck Granick for his outstanding display of "not so common" Philadelphia tools and
Third was Joshua Kavett's enviable Fisher & Norris display.
Each of the
winners selected their
prize from a
nice group of
new and vintage tools, including some new tools from LieNielson.
This
year, the
Presidents
Award
went to
Bob
Garay
who had
put in
several
years as
the Tool Shed editor and is now Vice President
and my editorial mentor for the Tool Shed. Bob
also put together the endowment award program

Tools for washing clothes

tools they might have missed earlier went back
outside while others stayed for Ken Vliet's door
prize drawings and auction.
As for me, well, I did
manage to find a couple
of things to bring home,
which made for a successful beginning to this tool
collecting season and a
great ending to the Picnic
of 2003.

Bob Garay receiving the
Presidents award from Greg
Welsh

for deserving high
school students who are
about to become apprentices in the woodworking
field. Greg Welsh surprised Bob with a plow
plane, which he had been
admiring earlier in the
day.
Finally, the sun came out
and those who wanted to
Six Rosewood bead planes have a last look for those

Joshua Kavett with a portion of his Fisher
and Norris Display
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Carl Matthews’

Emmert Turtleback Type Study
Type 1
One patent date, geared symbol around spindle hole, no text on front jaw.
Cover has a gear symbol around spindle hole, and J. F. Emmert's arched on above, Pat. Aug.
11 in middle and 1891 Waynesboro PA. on below (Cover gently sweeps towards taper adjustment. 3 round head slotted machine bolts hold the cover on.
Front Jaw does not have a casting number or text.
Vise Dogs 4 dogs, 2 flat top on rear jaw and 2 angled top on front jaw. They are made of
cast iron and break easily.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with short stem.
Hub has a casting number of 14
Beam has slot on side.
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is flat bar with notches).
The vise will rotate 360 degrees and lock in 45 deg. increments.
Type T1 may have a serial number stamped on it.
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Type2
One patent date, no gear symbol, no text on front jaw.
All the features of Type T1 except as noted below...
Cover has Emmert's arched over spindle hole, and Pat. Aug. 11 91). Cover is more rounded at taper adjustment.
Front Jaw has no casting number or text.
Vise Dogs 4 dogs.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with short stem.
Hub has a casting number of 14.
Beam has slot on right side.
Mounting Angle
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is a round bar).
Type T2 probably has a serial number stamped on it.

~
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Type3.2
One patent date, elongated spindle hole, front jaw has 82 on right and usual Emmert
text on left.
All the features of Type T3 except as noted below...
Cover has Emmert's straight over spindle hole, and Pat. Aug. 11, 1891. Spindle hole is
oval shaped and much larger like the Type T4. This allows the cover to be removed without removing the spindle.
Front Jaw has Emmert Mfg. Co. Waynesboro (arched) PA. on left side. 82 casting number is under the cover.
Vise Dogs 4 dogs.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with short stem.
Hub has a casting number of 14.
Beam has slot on right side.
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is a round bar.

L
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Emmert Type Study - Continued
Type3.5
Two patent dates but 1891 scratched off, elongated spindle hole, front jaw
has 82 on right and usual Emmert text on left.
All the features of Type T3 except as noted below...
Cover has Emmert's straight (not arched) over spindle hole, and Pat. Aug. 11.
Spindle hole is oval shaped and much larger like the Type T4. This allows the
cover to be removed without removing the spindle. Below the spindle hole
reads Apr. 11 05.
Vise Dogs 4 dogs.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with short stem.
Hub has a casting number of 14.
Beam has slot on right side.
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is a round bar.
I gave this one a separate Type number because the cover is one of the main
distinguishing elements. This cover might be an odd and unusual casting. It
appears that the 1891 was scratched prior to casting the part.

' Type4
Two patent dates, elongated spindle hole, front jaw has 82 on right and usual Emmert text on left.
Cover has two Patent dates (Pat. Aug 11, 1891 & Apr. 11, '05) and says Emmert's above and USA below . Spindle hole is oval shaped.
Front Jaw has 82 (horizontal) casting number on right side and Emmert Mfg.
Co. Waynesboro (arched) PA.USA or with out USA on the left side.
Vise Dogs 4 dogs, very delicate.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with short or long stem.
Hub has a casting number of 14.
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is a round bar .

Type5
Two patent dates, elongated spindle hole, front jaw has 82 on left side now
with nothing on right.
Cover is same as Type T4.
Front Jaw has casting number 82 on left side.
Rear Jaw has casting number 13 on left side
Vise Dogs 4 dogs.
Taper Adjustment is round knob with long stem (usually).
Hub has a casting number of 14.
Beam has slot on right side.
Mounting Angle
Tilt Adj. Mechanism is a round bar.

,L___ _ _ .
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A BASTARD OF A TOOL
Tools, like people, evolved in a normal
fashion. Bowdrills begat braces that begat gear
drills that begat power drills. And so on through
the categories of tools. However, I came upon a
tool that doesn't seem to have been properly
begat (see Figures 1 and 2). You might put it

comes from an "illicit" marriage. A princess
and pauper thing. Mathieson tried to give the
pauper some high style with a deep skate, a
brass stiffening strip, and the piece-deresistance: a depth stop! (That gave it the badge
of aristocracy.) Now, a drawer bottom plane has
no use for any of these niceties. This imitation
tried to look and act like a true plow plane, even
changing from the "left-handed" style of the
drawer bottom plane to the classic "righthanded" style of the plow plane. But it lacked
the range in cut width and fence positioning. It
was more expensive than a drawer bottom
plane, but cheaper than a plow. The marketing
technique wasn't much different than that which
Stanley had tried many times: make slight

Figure 2

into the
lineage of
plow planes. This
is a line that started with the Roman fixed plow,
evolved into the adjustable groover and finally
to the movable arm plow plane that we love so
well today.
BUT, somewhere in the late 1800s and
even into the 1900s, we backtracked with the
drawer bottom plane-- which is really an
adjustable groover that cuts a shallow groove
(see Figure 3.) This type of plane was probably
reborn because the cut was neither wide, deep,
or very far from the edge of the board. So a
smaller, and oh yes cheaper, plane was the
marketing strategy of the day. Plenty of these
planes are still around, mostly in England, as
most of the makers were English.
Figure 1

Figure 3
changes
and
ballyhoo the piece as "new". (And here I
thought the soap companies started that
procedure.)

Woe unto Mathieson-- it didn't work. The guys
that paid considerably less for the drawer
bottom plane, and had no use for the plow,
thumbed their noses at this "new" plane. The
other guys who really needed a true plow
considered this pitiful bastard not worth the
savings.
Sooo- like all dumb inventions, it languished
around for a while and then quietly faded away.
There are very few left in the real world.

So where does the "bastard" in the photos fit in?
It is an adjustable groover by A.Mathieson &
Son, so classified because of the underslung
fence, just like the drawer bottom plane. But it
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(Continued from page 3)

You can thank Walter Jacob and Clarence Blanchard for
the factual information. The speculations are mine. If you got
bored half way through -- too bad. We found it to be a fascinating investigation.

TOOL EVENTS
October 24&25, 2003 - Brown 23rd Tool
Show and International Tool Auction,
Sheraton Inn, Harrisburg, PA. Brown
Auctions 27 Fickett Road Pownal, ME
04069. www.FineToolJ.com/Browns.
November 3, 2003 - CRAFTS Meeting
1PM
HOST Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ

Email Received
Re: Fisher & Norris Article
September Tool Shed
Joshua Kavett,
Wow! Such great serendipity! Congratulations on your
Fisher-Norris find. We must all be grateful for your
good fortune and hard work, as well as knowing what
you had come upon. Another great story for The Tool
Shed and a book rushing to be born. Thank you for the
intestinal fortitude to knock on their door in Trenton,
not to mention your timing!


March 26 & 27, 2004 - Martin Donnelly
2 day Antique Tool Auction Indianapolis,
IN
www.mjdtools.com
April 2&3, 2004
- Brown Tool
Show and Auction Radisson Inn, Camp
Hill, PA
Brown Auctions 27 Fickett Road Pownal,
ME 04069. www.FineToolJ.com/Browns

When your book is ready to promote, I hope you will
release this story to E.A.I.A. for publication in "The
Chronicle." I'm sure they will want to feature your
book in their booksales. You certainly bring credit to
the collectors of C.R.A.F.T.S. and all of New Jersey.
If you ever get to Haddonfield, New Jersey, I would like
to take you through our Museum Cellars at Greenfield
Hall, home of The Historical Society of Haddonfield,
where I am Curator of Tool Collections. We are about
to hang our farriers' tool collection, and you may enjoy
seeing our founder's collection as well. We are looking
for the best way to display it, having just added ll patterns from the FMC-Link Belt Corp. I'll mail you a copy
of our "Bulletin" which should print next week, and I
see your address in the membership list. My September
column tells the story of this new acquisition (donation).
Cordially, and thankfully,
Don Wallace

WANT ADS
I’m looking for a Union No. 101 Plane in
good or better condition. Please contact
Greg Welsh - email me at:
glwelsh@earthlink.net
Wanted to Buy: Emmert Machinists Vise,
also called a Tool Makers Vise, Model 4a
or Model 6a in good condition. Contact
Carl Matthews at 713-871-8484 or email
cmatthews@psp.com.
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